MEDIA

Our Philosophy.
Everything we do is based around one
important idea - making business better.
We believe the key to making business better
for our clients is creating brilliant experiences
for their customers, users and audiences across
every touchpoint of their brand.
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Strategic Alliances Director

Marketing Manager
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Art Director

We have a world
class team.

We’re a full
service agency.

We’re proven and
experienced.

We’ve worked incredibly hard to build
a talented, industry-leading team of
professionals. We have graphic, UX, UI
and identity designers, video
producers, frontend and server-side
developers, account directors and
account managers inhouse, led by a
solid management team.

The scope of the work we do with our
clients is huge. Whether it’s building a
simple responsive web site or taking
over their full brand presence,
including strategy, marketing, comms,
design and development, we can scale
our services to suit any need.

We’ve been doing this for a long time.
Our world-class team is vastly
experienced across digital, social
media, branding, communications,
technology and marketing. Our
workflow is second to none when it
comes to delivering quality work on
time and on budget without surprises.

We understand
business.

We work in smart,
practical ways.

We’re exceptional
at what we do.

We take a holistic approach when it
comes to our work. We know what it
takes to build a great business and we
understand how to get the most out of
what we do. Whether it’s a UAE based
start-up or a global company, we
become an extension of their team.

Creativity can often come at the
expense of practicality and vice versa.
Our working environment and
methodologies allow us to create
solutions, strategies, media and assets
that can be practically executed
without unlimited budgets or
unrealistic plans.

We’re proud of our work and humbled
by the accolades we’ve earned as a
team. We’re an award winners, finalists
for Best Design Awards and we’ve
picked up a bunch of other
recognitions inbetween and along the
way.

Services.

We’re an award-winning communication
agency based in Dubai, United Arab
Emirates, with well-established regional and
international affiliate partners. We’re
full-service agency with a collective mix of
skills, experience, ideas and know-how. Our
team is passionate about making business
better for our clients.
Here’s an overview of how we do it.

Strategy.

Branding.

Creative.

We work closely with our clients to
design intelligent and creative
strategies that deliver. We know how
to capture hearts and minds to win
business and loyalty.

We help brands understand
themselves, communicate effectively
and establish industry leadership.
We’ve created success for B2B and
B2C brands.

We design practical ways to
execute the full spectrum of our big
ideas. The user, audience and
experience is at the core of our
creative thinking and processes.

Media &
Marketing.

Video Production.

Design & User
Experience.

We identify our clients’ marketing
needs and create smart strategies,
plans and campaigns that makes the
most of their budgets across all
channels.

We specialize in creating conceptual
visuals and captivate the attention of
our audience. From documentaries,
awareness campaigns and promotional
spots, we provide the highest quality of
visual experiences for our clients and
audiences.

We believe in the power of user
experiences and we know that great
design is at the heart of every brilliant
product, service, brand and business.

Data &
Analytics.

Social Media.

Technology.

We collect and analyse data for our
clients in order to find meaningful
insights and use them to refine assets,
strategies and media for greater
returns.

We tell our clients’ story to the right
people in relevant and engaging ways
through the right channels to help
them build loyal brand advocates and
customers.

We work with a variety of
common and emerging opensource
technologies to build powerful
business solutions that help our clients
get ahead.
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Strategy.

Business.

Media.

We design strategies that solve
challenges, achieve goals and keep
our clients at the forefront of their
markets and industries, regardless
of their size or scale.

The media landscape is constantly
changing. We design integrated
strategies that include digital,
traditional and immersive media
that cut through the advertising
noise.

Campaigns.
Our team designs smart campaigns
that make all the difference when it
comes to creating loyal, engaged
and active communities, customers
and brand advocates.

Brand & Comms.
Great brands stay true to their
beliefs regardless of time or
adversity. We help brands
understand themselves,
communicate effectively and
establish market leadership.

Digital.
We help our clients streamline
their business processes, improve
efficiently and increase profitability.
. how companies can
We understand
leverage digital and tech for
growth.

Marketing.

Content

Every organisation needs to
continuously stay relevant and in
the minds of their customers. We
design marketing strategies that
deliver real results and tangible
outcomes.

In an increasingly connected world,
content is the currency of
successful brands. We design
relevant and engaging content
strategies for digital, social and
traditional channels.
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Brand &
Comms.

Business.

Experience Design.

We design strategies that help our
clients stand-out and stay relevant.
We focus on positioning,
development, evolution and
sometime revolution in our brand
strategy work.

Our team creates branded
experiences that work alongside
brand and communications
strategies, marketing activities,
brand touchpoints, media and other
assets.

Identity Design.

Collateral & Assets.

Every great brand can be stripped
back to the same basic foundations
- who, what, why, where, when and
how. We help our clients identify,
refine and establish their brands.

We design practical, effective and
engaging collateral, assets and
guidelines that help our clients
communicate with consistency
across digital, print and other
mediums.

Visual Identity Design.

Content.

We design emotive brands and
visual identities that help our clients
communicate more effectively,
market themselves better, grow
faster and become more valuable to
people.

The foundation of great
communications, marketing and ad
campaigns is clever copywriting.
Our wordsmiths are skilled at
writing for both digital and
traditional channels.

Touchpoint Planning.
We know how to cultivate
memorable, emotive and consistent
brand experiences through their
touchpoints, whether they’re
physical, digital or ethereal.
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Creative.

Campaign Creative.

Copywriting.

We design memorable campaigns
that evoke emotion, inspire action
and create social buzz. The way we
think is what makes us unique and it
shines through in all of our creative
work. Our ideas drive success for
our clients.

Writing is heavily integrated into
everything we do at Little Giant.
We’re focused on ensuring brand
tone and personality is captured
and conveyed while making sure
that copy is authentic, consistent
and engaging.

Art Direction.

Ideation.

Our designers are skilled Art
Directors. We don’t hire mac
operators, we hire talented, bright
and passionate individuals who
are responsible for art direction in
collaboration with management.

We don’t just come up with ideas we validate, test and refine
everything we do before we reveal
it to our clients and their customers.
Our team views ideas as currency
and we understand how to bring
them to life.

Storytelling.

Integrated Marketing.
.

Great storytelling is key to any
great business or brand in the
digital age. Every brand has access
to online publishing tools and
content is king. We understand how
to create content that people look
for and value.

Our team designs integrated
marketing campaigns that extend
across digital and physical
mediums. We create solutions that
have measurable outcomes and
success criteria that add value to
our clients.
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Media &
Marketing.

Media Strategy.

Customer Activation.

We know how to get the most out
of our clients’ media budgets. We’re
not afraid to work with small or big
budgets because we know how to
get media working so that we can
achieve the goals and returns we’re
aiming for.

Our team creates immersive and
interactive experiences designed
to activate, engage and empower
customers. We combine digital,
traditional and experiential
marketing for powerful activation
solutions.

Campaign Management.

Media Buying.

We design and manage marketing,
advertising and media campaigns
for our clients that span across
digital and physical channels. Our
team proactively manages
communications, activities and
communities.

We buy and manage a variety of
media for our clients including
digital, social, search, display and
remarketing as well as outdoor,
TVC and radio.

Marketing Strategy.

Content Creation.

The key to great marketing is
understanding what is share-worthy
and what isn’t. We design
integrated marketing strategies that
deliver great returns.

Content is one of the pillars of great
marketing and advertising. Our
copywriters and creatives work
with our clients and their customers
to create on-brand content for a
variety of communication channels.
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Video
Production

Storyboarding & Scripting.

Films & Documentaries.

Save the time and frustration and
let us help you give voice to your
thoughts with moving narrations or
clever dialogue.

Film is the most powerful story
telling tool, capture the spirit of
your story through the lens of our
inspired directors and producers

Casting.

Live Streaming.

Our focus is to prove quality talent
who are professional and right for
the roles you are casting. From
professors to politicians, lawyers to
librarians, we can find the right
actor to bring your character to life.

Sports, music, red carpets and
fashion: We deliver live streaming
content, including 360 streaming to
any screen and any platform
including Facebook, YouTube,
Twitter and Instagram

Wardrobe.
The right wardrobe will build and
give your character insight, we can
furnish sophisticated and
budget-friendly costuming at the
drop of a hat

Mixing & Mastering.
Mixing and mastering are two
different components, but equally
as important parts in sound
creation.

Commercial & TV Spots.
One of the few experiences that
remain universal is a
commercial.Take advantage of
those in-between moments to
preset your business to the world.

Animation.
.
Our sharp graphics slice through
the most complicated data,
delivering your message in
digestible bites

Dubbing.
Let your characters speak for
themselves, and for everyone else in
the world!

Games Development.
Hyper casual, Puzzles, Words and
Number games: We develop games
and apps for brands, broadcasters
and agencies that deliver
engagement and cross platform
customer acquisition.
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Design
& User
Experience.

UX Design.

Products & Services.

Our user experience (UX) design
process involves research, design,
testing and refinement through
continuous learning with our clients
and their customers.

We work with our clients to identify
market opportunities, develop
innovative products and services,
then put them in a strong position
to be commercially successful.

UI Design.

Application Design.

The user interface (UI) design team
at Little Giant has extensive
experience designing user interfaces,
from basic web catalogues to
crowdfunding platforms, cloud
software and beyond.

We design web, mobile, social and
software applications for our clients
for single device or multi-device
use. We design for Android and iOS
as well as web-based apps.

Website Design.

. & Print.
Packaging

We’re known for designing
exceptional websites. Our approach
enables our design team to create
some of the most beautiful,
functional and intuitive websites
you’ll ever see.

The need to hold something
tangible will never fade. Our team
uses a mixture of design disciplines
to create a wide variety of beautiful
brand, print and packaging
collateral.

Responsive Design.
Our team designs seamless
experiences for mobile, tablet,
desktop and emerging devices that
scale, adapt and interact with users
in practical, emotive and useful
ways

.
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Data &
Analytics.

Strategy.

Search Optimisation.

We design comprehensive data
strategies that allow our clients to
get a deeper understanding of their
customers. Our team implements
various tools for data mining
including Google Analytics as a
baseline.

Search is a key part of any
comprehensive digital strategy and
public-facing digital build. We
deliver powerful search solutions
for our clients that yield tangible
results in major search engines.

Reporting & Analysis.

User Testing.

It’s one thing having the data using it is another thing entirely. We
understand how to extract
meaningful patterns, insights and
trends that we can use to identify
opportunities for our clients and
increase profitability.

We’re focused on giving users the
experience .they want, need and
value. It’s much easier to figure that
out by taking it straight from them.
Our team creates test plans that
allow us to constantly improve our
work.

Optimisation.
Most digital assets are designed for
conversion, whether it’s completing
a purchase or making an enquiry.
We leverage data and conversion
tools to monitor, analyse and
optimise our client assets for
profitability.
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Social
Media.

Social Media Strategy.

Management.

We understand how businesses can
leverage social media for marketing,
communication, customer loyalty
and customer activation. We design
smart strategies for our clients and
their audiences.

Community management is
essential to communications and
business in general. We help our
clients manage their social and
digital communities and ensure
they’re building their brand equity
at the same time.

Campaign Creation.

Influencer Engagement.

We design, produce and manage
marketing, advertising and media
campaigns that span across digital
and physical channels. We execute
campaigns end-to-end, from
planning to design and
implementation.

Our team proactively identifies,
engages and manages a variety of
influencers who have a strong social
or digital presence and following
that can help
. our clients promote,
market and endorse their brand.

Brand & Comms

Content Development.

Great brands stay true to their
beliefs regardless of time or
adversity. We help brands
understand themselves,
communicate effectively and
establish market leadership.

Content is the currency of social
media, marketing and advertising.
We develop entertaining, inspiring,
empowering, informative,
educational and other relevant
types of content for social, digital
and traditional channels.

.
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Technology.

Website Development.

Ecommerce.

We’ve developed websites for
hundreds of companies around the
world. No matter the size, scale or
purpose, we’ve probably done it
before and if we haven’t, we can.

We have vast experience designing
and building both standard and
bespoke eCommerce solutions for
retailers, charities, B2B companies
and everything in between.

Mobile / Responsive.

API Integrations.

Our team designs and builds
adaptive-responsive websites,
applications and platforms that
work seamlessly across desktop,
mobile, tablet and other devices.

We can integrate almost any CRM,
inventory management, accounting,
payment processing or other
software with the technology we
build. We’re vastly experienced with
API’-s.

App Development.

.
Search Optimisation.

We design and build a wide variety
of web-based applications including
social apps for Facebook, tools that
make tasks easier and programmes
that help get jobs done.

Search is a key part of any
comprehensive digital strategy and
public-facing digital build. We
deliver powerful search solutions
for our clients that yield tangible
results.

Bespoke Development.
Our highly capable team of
developers are constantly building
highly complex bespoke solutions
for our clients including
gift-registries, intranets, auction
platforms and more.

OUN EXPRESS

Thanks.

Dubai, Abu Dhabi, New Delhi, London, Amman, Poznan, Arizona, Guangzhou, Melbourne
+971 4 35 20919

media@monaco.ae

www.monacomedia.net

